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About This Game

Big Action Mega Fight! is a classic single player beat 'em up/brawler with a modern twist! Hilarious 2D cartoon combat will
leave you with your jaw on the floor and your hands full of blisters. Blast your way through levels filled with luscious art and

unforgettable enemies. How fast can you SMASH?

Megatropolis is overrun with a new vicious criminal gang, the Clunks. You play as Brick Strongarm, a killer-moustache-
sporting, iron-pumping gym aficionado with a penchant for lazy Sundays. But when the Clunks kidnap your best friend Hawk,

justice calls. Get out there, rescue your friend, and save the city from crime and corruption!

BAMF! is an homage to classic 90s beat 'em ups like Final Fight, Turtles in Time, Simpsons Arcade and Streets of Rage,
where intense cartoon combat meets tight controls and a satisfying difficulty curve.

Features

Punch your way through over 35 stages of non-stop fighting action

Upgrade your fighter to improve endurance, punching power, and abilities

Learn ridiculously over-the-top special attacks like Fistnado, Orbital Punch and Poultry Rain

Enjoy luscious hand-drawn animation and detailed urban environments remastered in high resolution
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Feast your ears on a fully remastered award-winning soundtrack that'll make you wish it was still the 90s

Get a kick out of full controller and keyboard support

Unlock Steam achievements

Big Action Mega Fight! is the perfect compliment to your arsenal of action games.

Soundtrack

Buy the game's award-winning soundtrack here.

Stay In Touch

Keep up to date with everything happening at Double Stallion Games by following us on Twitter or Facebook.
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Title: Big Action Mega Fight!
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Double Stallion Games
Publisher:
Double Stallion Games
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 125 MB available space

English,French
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So far so good. Like many others, was initially put off , quite a lot, by the sudden change in price / buy model for the game.
However as the dev stated he would provide keys to previous owners, I emailed and got a response the same day, with the key
for the full version.

The actual game is a lot like Tiny Bang Story which is great. The differences are that there is no jigsaw puzzle between chapters,
and instead has a very odd storyline with fully voiced charater storytelling in a sort of meta perspective. The regular levels are
well done, and you can get hints pretty easily, and can skip a puzzle after about a minute of wait time if it's too difficult or you
just don't want to bother.

All in all, it's just about right for what this game should be - colorful, casual, click-and-find goodness.
. buggier then assassins creed unity. delete this ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥. It's like Battlefield made with no budget and with
discontinued multiplayer! I would only recommend grabbing it when it's on sale, for comedic value.. Unfortunately, I cannot
recommend this game. As compared to Capitalism II, the economy here is strange, frustrating, and down right illogical. For
example, I am making 100 Quality Flu Vaccine and almost have a complete monopoly on it, however, if I charge more than 2
dollars from the production price, people stop buying. Then suddenly, a competitor releases a 1 Quality Flu Vaccine which is 4
dollars cheaper and he suddenly cornered 1/3 of the market.
One more way this game frustrates me is that it feels like it punishes me for having the highest quality goods. I max out the
quality and I am not allowed to have a large profit margin, if I sell at a much higher price than my production costs, no one buys
it. That means no matter how much effort I put in to lowering production costs, my selling price will have to lower with it. With
over a dozen different products, I can't seem to go over a steady 10,000 dollars a day in profits while maitaining 100 quality
goods and a research team that keeps me on top.
While the stock market is simpler and easier to use in this game than Capitalism II, there doesn't seem to be any dividends given
out so I don't see point in buying shares of competitors unless I want to outright buy them out. I didn't get a chance to try as it
felt futile even after buying 20 percent of a competitor.
Resource production does not have too much of a benefit. The only one I saw was the assurance that you don't run out from the
global market. But, as stated above, having cheap raw materials cuts down on production and you are forced to lower your
selling price because if your profit margin is large, people stop buying.
Finally, after 15 in game years, the demand for products we the same, no increase or decrease.
There are many things in this game that are great improvements over Capitalism II but no, sorry. I still prefer Capitalism II. If
you have not played that game, you will probably be less disappointed with this game.. DLC No Pet :(. Wow, I'm sorry, but did I
play the same game that others did? I played this on the HTC Vive, and the Oculus Rift, did not bother with WMR because if it
was broken on the Vive as it's core supported platform.... I use the word broken because I am not entirely sure if it's actually
broken, or simply very bad execution. I know, it's only just over a buck, but putting something out there with this poor of an
experience is just bad form in my opinion. Angry Birds was just a buck at one point too.. Given that it is not marked Early
Access or school project and thus supposed to be a finished product it is, in my opinion, a travesty to be taking anyone's money.

I will respect the thumbs up here, but wow, don't say I didn't tell you, I feel like my buck is still worth something that's not an
obvious asset flip and minimal effort... :(. Great Game Loads of fun.
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For the short time it held my interest it was amazing. Looks great, smooth controls and the flight was fun and gave me the
stubbling in VR feeling because i was so into it.
But the lack of content presently didnt keep me interested for long. Ill reccomend it, in the hope it will have missions/stories and
a reason to use those laser guns soon.. It's ok for the price though there are better fireworks simulator software out there. This
simulator Is very basic not much in the terms of variety. The best feature is the actual graffics of the morters product
placements. As far as the fireworks go there are really set in stone and you can only can configure the fireworks to a certain
degree so it is definately very limited. You can't import any 3d models so your stuck with the only two sites they include in the
program. In a fireworks show you need tons of product meaning fireworks and this game unfortunately does not have that. I did
give it a thumbs up because of the price and some of the graffics.. i love this game
. Darkness Assault is a short survival game where you go around an underground and search for stuff.You have no map so it's
really hard to navigate.The shooting is a bit inconsistent,the camera angle is annoying.The story is meh.. If you excuse the
technical issues this game suffers from and try to play.... there is still nothing but bad bad bad.

I believe this game was released in 1997 and if it wasnt it sure looks, plays and feels like it is.

AVOID THIS TITLE

. Solid arcade racer, Don't expect this to be a serious simulation but more of a casual racing game to spend your time when you
just want to relax. Highly reccomend if you enjoyed Dirt 3.. This game is broken 0/10. Cool game! Not incredibly complex or
tricky, but some of the puzzles require more time than you'd think. The combined use of locks, keys, and transmitters made for
a few really interesting levels. The last set of puzzles missed the mark by requiring very little thought, but it was enjoyable
overall. It is a rather short game, so don't expect a whole lot out of it. My advice is to enjoy the game for what it is! 3\/5
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